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THE RECLINING FIGURE

years since Michelangelo completed his
David which is regarded as one of the
of
bronze
magnificent
figure
large and
world's great masterpieces of sculpture. Contemporary records show that when
first exhibited the outcry against it was so bitter that the civic guard had to
protect it from an indignant and outraged public.
It would seem that public attitude towards anything new or slightly unusual
in the way of sculpture has changed very little since that time. The controversy
which has arisen about Henry Moore's Reclining Figure is just another revelation
of the kind of public prejudice which has dogged every new development in
the arts generally throughout the whole history of the subject.
In this respect art suffers more than any other aspect of human development.
So many of the people who rush into print, or make the abusive comment,
whilst prepared to admit their own ignorance of that particular field of expression, are not prepared to be guided by those who have made it their special
study. They abuse the expert as well as the artist. But this applies in the
field of art alone, for these same people will accept the advice and guidance
of a medical practitioner or a lawyer even though they themselves have no
knowledge of medicine, surgery or law. They accept without question the
scientist's description of the potentialities of the atomic bomb even if they have
no knowledge whatever of the principles of nuclear fission.
is now more than four hundred
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HENRY MOORE

One wonders if these same people would accuse a Chinaman, speaking in
of gibberish or insanity simply because they did not understand the language. If one seeks intelligent communication with a Chinaman
the obvious thing would be to learn Chinese. But apparently without any
knowledge of the language of form, they consider themselves fully equipped
to pass judgment on the work of an artist who is acclaimed by experts in at
least three continents as one of the greatest sculptors of our time.
The language of sculpture is perhaps the most difficult one to understand.
In the field of art-expression it is the least popular, and the one surrounded
with the greatest amount of prejudice. We are all inclined to formulate our
standards of judgment on those to which we have become accustomed. In art
particularly we like what we know. But in a world of changing thought and
For those who have some
expression there can never be a fixed standard.
knowledge of the language of sculpture, Henry Moore is not nearly so revolutionary and enigmatic as some of the letters would have us believe. He is very
much in the mainstream of tradition because he is interested in the imaginative
creation of shapes which are visually satisfying and stimulating.
Sculpture is primarily an abstract art, in which the forms are first conceived
to suit the material and not to represent. Even when a subject is imposed on
the artist, contortion and distortion are usually necessary to create good
sculpture. Michelangelo's great figures are typical examples of this, and yet
to-day they are readily accepted. But these same people who condemn Henry
will accept other forms of abstract
Moore for not being representational
sculpture without question. How many of them fail to enjoy the numerous
or grossly distorted carvings in our great cathedrals
non-representational
screens, corbels and bosses. They will even enjoy, for
misericordes,
capitals,
no explicable reason, a carved figure like the "I.incoln Imp," or the carved
heads around the doors of the churches of Adel or Kilpeck without asking what
they represent. But these examples have been sanctified by time, and we no
longer question the particular kind of imaginative creation indulged in by the
artist. We find them decorative, or terrifying or amusing or fantastic, and
enjoy them for that reason alone. They appeal first to our visual sense and
then to our imagination.
The only reasons why people find it diflicult to derive the same stimulus
from Moore's Rechning Figure are firstly because it is a comparatively new kind
of imaginative creation and therefore still suspect, and secondly because they
have an inherited prejudice from the nineteenth century that all sculpture
If one tries to read into this figure a human shape
should be representational.
of the artist's intention. His main objective
whole
the
misses
point
then one
dimensional
object which from every angle is visually
three
create
a
is to
which it is made. This basic problem he
in
medium
the
and
true
to
exciting,
are prepared to discard our prejudice
unless
we
but
solved,
undoubtedly
has
work.
of
the
whole
significance
the
we shall miss
his own language,
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W. WADDINGHAM

PROBABLY BY CHIPPENDALE
AND

THE VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM

The reclining figure is a subject with which Moore has been engrossed for
many years. He was using it in stone and concrete in the late rgaos, in wood
and lead in the middle 3os, in his shelter drawings of the war period, and now
in bronze. He is obviously greatly interested in the great variety of forms
suggested by that composition, and is determined to work out those forms in
every possible medium. But it is with no intention of representing a human
being that he does this, he is all the time trying to create forms which are in
themselves exciting, and which are contemporary in feeling. His figures are
full of poetic imagery, provoking all kinds of shape associations.
Walking
round the Reclining Figure one is reminded of all kinds of natural forms from
animals and fishes to hills and valleys. But this imagery must be personal to
the onlooker who must be prepared to allow his imagination to be stimulated
by the shapes themselves.
Moore is talking about life and about nature but not in a literal sense. He
is not concerned about one particular aspect of life but about life as a whole
in all its manifestations.
Although first exhibited at the South Bank, this figure was originally conceived for a landscape setting. In the park at Temple Newsam where it will
eventually be placed, it will find a sympathetic setting. There it will find some
of the realities which it echoes in the rolling curves of the low hills and parkland,
and in the masses and voids created by great trees.
The objection to the figure being placed at Temple Newsam is quite invalid.
Temple Newsam belongs to to-day as well as to the past. It is a living work
of art and not a fossilized antique. To retain its life and vitality it must live
in this century as it did in previous ones. In the 17th and I8th and ?9th
centuries Temple Newsam was modernized by successive owners. It was
brought up-to-date by the introduction of contemporary works of art and
objects of utility. If occupied by an owner of taste and wealth to-day as it was
in say the i8th century, it is more than likely that he would be introducing
pictures and furniture by contemporary artists and craftsmen into the house,
and sculpture into his garden. Only by this continual change and growth can
a house continue to live. It is this persistent change which has given such
character to our great country houses, and it is only by a continuation of this
policy that they will be prevented from becoming mere spectres of the past.
Henry Moore's Reclining Figure will link the past to the present in the garden,
and in this respect will be no more incongruous than the beds of modern
hybrid tea roses. Perhaps if the figure could remain permanently, people of
the future would be as grateful for this record of 2oth century art as we are
for the one-time revolutionary landscaping of Capability Brown. Alas, the
Reclining Figure is promised to us only for five years, but perhaps it may remain
for longer. In the meantime its critics will have ample opportunity for getting
to know the figure and perhaps adjusting their ideas.
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ON THE MOVE
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Some Recent Acquisitions
A CHIPPENDALE TABLE
Among the collection of furniture at Temple Newsam there is no piece
which can with any certainty be ascribed to the great Yorkshire cabinet maker
Thomas Chippendale. The exhibition held in the summer of t95t contained
many pieces, mostly from Harewood and Nostell, the authenticity of which
was established by existing accounts. Some others were almost certainly made
Cabinet
by the firm, conforming very closely with designs in the Gentleman and

Makers Director.
One of these was a large library table lent by Mr. W. Waddingham of
Harrogate, which has now been bought for Temple Newsam. It is an extraordinarily large table with four kneeholes, with drawers in the frieze, and the
four pedestals fitted as drawers or cupboards. The carved decoration is in the
Gothic manner of Chippendale with triple column angle supports, and
following a design in the Director.
It belonged originally to William Gerard Hamilton (?729—t796), who was
a Member of Parliament for forty-two years, and known as "Single Speech
Hamilton." It first came into the market in October t9go. Apart from some
recent repairs to the decoration, this fine mahogany piece is in its original
condition. It is a most valuable addition to our collection of t8th century

furniture.
On loan to Temple Newsam for an indefinite period are a few pieces of
furniture from Mrs. N. Whittingham which were formerly in the possession of
Mr. Hiley of Harrogate. Among them is a fine red lacquer bureau cabinet
of mid i8th century date. A marble-topped table with a carved and gilded
figure of Neptune as support is believed to have been made by William Kent,
c.sy3o. Two mid i8th century overmantel mirrors are also included in this
loan.

PAINTING BY JACK YFATS

The Leeds Art Collections Fund has bought an important painting, On the
Move by Jack Yeats, from the recent exhibition of his works held in Dublin.
This exhibition of paintings done during the last three years was a revelation
of the extraordinary virility maintained by this doyen of. European painters.
Yeats's outlook to-day is still full of youthful excitement for those simple,
everyday happenings in his native country which he almost magically transforms into highly romantic and colourful compositions which pulsate with the
life and poetry of Ireland.
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INTERIOR NEAR PADDINGTON
C:amas

6o" X 4q"

LUCIAN

BY COURTESY OF THE ARTS COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN
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FREUD (h. 1922)

Our painting deals enigmatically with the subject of youth and old age for
As in all Yeats's
which every observer will have his or her own interpretation.
the
as
provocative
subject matter
almost
as
emotionally
colour
is
the
paintings
than
usual.
and
varied
more
vivid
is
much
fine
in
this
example
and
A small painting of Brixham by Henry Carr, the Leeds born portrait painter,
has been presented by the artist.
A group of drawings and an etching by W. R. Sickert have also been
acquired to add to the small collection now at the Art Gallery. They will
eventually be included in the prints and drawings room and made available
E.I.M.
for students.

SIXTY PAINTINGS FOR

'51

This exhibition, organized by the Arts Council as a contribution to the
Festival of Britain and first shown in London last summer, is being shown in
the City Art Gallery from 7th January to the 27th. It calls for comment from
two points of view: in the first place as an example of patronage by the state
(or rather by a state subsidized body), a comparatively new thing in this
country, and in the second as an effort to encourage living artists to produce
paintings on a large and even monumental scale. We must, I think, admit
that it is important from both these points of view, even if some or all of the
paintings do not appeal to us, for without patronage we may not get any
paintings at all. Even if some or all of the paintings do not appeal to us we
can still hope that continued and gradually even more generous patronage will
call forth paintings that do. It should also be remembered that this was only
one of many exhibitions organized or sponsored by the Arts Council for the
Festival Year and that on the South Bank we were given an opportunity for
the first time of seeing large paintings and sculptures by living artists as part
of a contemporary setting. Many of the artists whose works were seen on the
South Bank are also represented in this exhibition which is now joined by
Henry Moore's Reclining Figure, one of three works of sculpture commissioned
by the Arts Council for the Festival site.
The question of size raises some interesting problems. The only stipulation
made by the inviting body was that the size of the canvas should be not less
than 4g by 6o inches. The artists had complete freedom in their choice of
subject and manner of presentation, and this has resulted in an extraordinary
variety in the finished pictures in which almost every genre and style known
[continued on Page
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Pictures in the Collection
"THF. PANTHEON,

OXFORD ROAD"

WILLIAM WELLS

With the possible exception of Smollett, who thought it looked like "a huge
cockpit open at the top," most English travellers of the eighteenth century
would probably have been more inclined to agree with Morritt of Rokeby
that the Pantheon was "the most entire and the most beautiful model of
ancient architecture" in Rome. A long poem called The Ruins of Rome by
Dyer published in I74o contains the following exhortation:—
"Here, curious architect,

J.

If thou

assay'st, ambitious, to surpass
Paladius, Angelus or British Jones;
On these fair walls extend the certain scale
And turn the instructive compass."

This advice was taken by none more seriously than James Wyatt when he
arrived in Rome twenty years later at the age of fourteen. According to
Anthony Dale, his biographer, he "is reported to have drawn crowds both in
the Pantheon and in St. Peters on account of the precarious process by which.
lying flat on his back, he was slung horizontally upon a ladder without cradle
or siderail into the void of the dome, in order that he could draw and measure
every portion of the latter." After studying in Rome, Wyatt went to Venice,
where a writer in the Gentleman's Magazine reports he spent a further two
years working under Antonio Visentini and "made such unusual progress,
especially in architectural painting, his few works in this line being held by
flattering admirers to rival those of Pannini." Some time after his return to
England in or about I766, Wyatt received, either through his brother or
through Richard Dalton whom he had met at Joseph Smith's villa at Venice,
a commission which his arduous studies in Rome and Venice had ideally fitted
him to carry out. This was the building to which Horace Walpole refers in
his letter to Lady Ossory in I 769: "What do you think of a winter Ranelagh
erecting in Oxford Road at the expense of $6o,ooo? If we laugh at the French,
they stare at us. Our enormous luxury and expense astonish them. I carried
their Ambassador and a Comte de Levi to see the Pantheon, which is almost
finished. Imagine Baalbec in all its glory. It amazed me." Walpole refers
to the Oxford Street Pantheon in several letters of a later date to other
As compared with Adam he considered that Wyatt "had
correspondents.
employed the antique with more judgment" and that the Pantheon was "the
most beautiful edifice in England," an opinion which is echoed by Mr. John
page I I

Summerson in Georgian London (t 94') when he writes: "No interior so gorgeous
had been built in London since Wren finished St. Paul's."
The opening on 27th January 1772 was made the subject of an article in
the Gentleman's Magazine: "Was opened for the first time the much talked
of Pantheon to a crowded company of between t goo and 2ooo people.
Imagination cannot well surpass the elegance and magnificence of the apartments, the boldness of the paintings, or the disposition of the lights, which last
are reflected from gilt vases, suspended by gilt chains. Beside the splendid
ornaments which decorate the rotundo or great room, there are a number of
statues in niches below the dome, representing most of the heathen gods and
goddesses supposed to be in the Pantheon at Rome. To these are added three
more of white porphyry, the two first representing the present King and Queen,
the last Britannia. The whole building is composed of a suite of fourteen
rooms, all of which are adapted to particular uses, and each affording
striking instance ol the splendour and profusion of modern times."
In addition to Walpole, the Pantheon in the year of its opening was visited
by Dr.johnson and Boswell and by Edward Gibbon, and a masqued ball in
April was attended by David Garrick as King of the Gypsies. References to it
occur in the novels, diaries and letters of the period, and many of these express
a more critical attitude. Fanny Burney, for example, in her novel Evelina,
causes her heroine to write: "though I was charmed with the magnificence
of the room, I felt I could not be gay and as thoughtless there as at Ranelagh,
for there is something in it which rather inspires awe and solemnity than mirth
and pleasure," and Mrs. Powys considered it "infinitely inferior" to Ranelagh
as a place of diversion "as there being so many rooms, no communication with
the galleries, the staircase inconvenient, all contributed to lose the company
than to show them to advantage."
The proprietors at first tried to keep it "a place of evening entertainment
for the Nobility and Gentry" by only admitting those who had been recommended by peeresses and fixing the subscription fee at six guineas for the
season, but when attendance began to fall off these rules were relaxed. Tickets
were issued to all at five shillings and later at two shillings and sixpence, the
latter being the normal charge at Ranelagh gardens where popularity and
respectability had proved more or less compatible. Even during its heyday,
however, when the Prince of Wales (afterwards George IV) and his brothers
are said to have seldom missed a masquerade, some pretty queer characters
seem to have been able to gain admittance.
Later the Pantheon was unable
to compete with the gayer fare provided by Mme. Corneilly at her establishment
in Soho Square and it became necessary to stage special attractions. In May
t784 Wyatt directed the erection of a royal box for the perl'ormance on the
second day of the Handel Festival, and later in the same year it was used to
display Lunardi's balloon, the first to make an ascent in England. In t789
it was leased to Mr. O'Reilly, Mr. Taylor's opera house in the Haymarket
Paine
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INTERIOR OF THE PANTHEON, ROME
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by the
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having been destroyed by fire in June, and it was reopened in I 79 I as the King'
Theatre. A year later it was completely gutted by fire, nothing remaining
except the walls and the Oxford Road facade. Refitted as a theatre, it survived
in that form until J8la, when it was rebuilt by Gundy for the same purpose.
In I83g it was remodelled by Sydney Smirke and opened to the public as a
Page J3
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SECTION

AFTER JAMEs WYATT

BY COURTESY OF THE TRUSTEES OF SIR JOHN SOANE

S MUSEUM

Half-lone block kindly loaned by Messrs. Art and Technics

bazaar and picture gallery. Between i86> and i937, when it was demolished,
it belonged to Messrs. Gilbey who used it as their offices and warehouse.
In addition to the contemporary accounts, such as those quoted, the
appearance of the building and some of the activities which took place there
are recorded pictorially in numerous prints, while in the Soane Museum are
preserved copies by Sir John Soane of Wyatt's original sectional drawing of
the interior, a plan of both floors and an elevation of the Oxford Street
entrance. It has been observed by several writers that for the shape of the
central hall Wyatt may have derived his inspiration from the church of Santa
Sophia in Constantinople, a resemblance which Thomas Hope, the Cambridge
antiquary remarked upon in scathing terms when Wyatt's plans for Downing
College were submitted to him. None of the prints offers so complete or
a view of this central hall as does the large painting hanging
uninterrupted
above the north-west staircase at Temple Newsam House, to which it was
given by Lord Halifax in i 948 after being on loan there for a number of years,
and where it was seen and identified as representing the interior of the Pantheon
by Mr. John Summerson some six or seven years ago. The identity of the
painter has been the subject of considerable controversy. Latterly it has been
attributed to Wyatt himself who, as previously mentioned, studied under
Visentini, the architect, painter and engraver, in Venice and who is known to
have acquired some reputation as an architectural painter. The probability
b
is, however, that this painting is identical with the one mentioned
in
Volume
he
published
Pantheon
which
4o of
olton in an article on the
paSe
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INTFRIOR OF THE ROTUNDA, RANELAGH
REPRODUCED

IV

ANTONIO

Egg"
Cannas ISE'
BY COI'RTESY OF THE TRUSTEES~ NATIONAL

CANALETTO

(I697 —l768)

GALLERY, LONDON

the Architectural Review (I 9t6), when he refers to a passage in the Reminiscence:.
believe that this painting no longer exists."
of Henry Angelo and adds
The passage in question reads as follows: "Fortunately the resemblance of the
interior of this magnificent building is perpetuated in a very large picture
painted by the late William Hodges R.A. in which is shown the spacious
in the costume of the time, about the
saloon with company promenading
were
painted
by Zoffany." That such a picture by
year Iyyo. The figures
corroborated
by Edward Edwards in his Anecdotes of
Hodges was painted is
"After
hc
quitted his master (Wilson) he resided
Painting (t8o8) who writes:
particularly at Derby, where he
the
and
country,
alternately in London
town. About the same period he
that
of
theatre
for
the
painted some scenes
Oxford Road, which, if not so
Pantheon,
of
the
view
painted an interior
that now remain.-.
representation
best
the
is
yet
corre t as might be wished,
building."
nf that once beautiful
If this painting is compared with Canaletto's much smaller view of'he
interior of the Ranelagh rotunda which he carried out for Thomas Hollis in
with the feelings of Fanny Burney and Mrs.
t 75', it is easy to sympathize
interior of ry4t has a warmth and gaiety
Jones'aroque
Powys. William
and
elegant
essay in a neoclassical style totally lacks.
Wyatt's
more
frigid
which
which
Angelo
says Hodges and Zoffany painted
It this is indeed the picture

"I
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about i 77o, then it was probably done very soon after that part of the building
was finished and at least a year before the official opening at the beginning of
I 772. Zoffany's ladies and gentlemen,
like Walpole the year before, have
obviously come to inspect and admire and if some of them have met friends
or acquaintances one suspects it is by accident rather than by design. Earlom's
print of a "Scene at the Pantheon during an interval at a grand concert"
shows the company in more convivial mood. (Boredom it may be mentioned
was not unknown at Ranelagh. A Frenchman visiting the place in about i 749
recorded afterwards "On s'ennui avec de la mauvaise musique, du the et du

beurre".)

While Wyatt was in Italy studying in Rome and Venice, William Hodges
was serving his apprenticeship
under Richard Wilson, together with Johnson
Carr. They were later joined by Farington and Thomas Jones, who describes
Hodges in his men;oirs (published in Volume XXXII of the Walpole Society,
i95i) as being at that time "the same fine dashing character that he remained
during life." A drawing attributed to Hodges at this early period of his career
is reproduced in Mr. Brinsley Ford's recent book on Wilson's drawings.
But
though little known, Hodges deserves to be remembered as more than "Wilson's
apprentice." After working in London and elsewhere as Edward Edwards
records, he was appointed draughtsman
in i 772 to Captain Cook's second
expedition to the South Seas, and several of the paintings which he did in
connection with this expedition are at the moment exhibited in Burlington

Housein the exhibition called "The First Hundred Yearsof the Royal Academy."
These oil paintings were made from sketches on his return in i775 when
Hodges was employed by the Admiralty and are artistically less interesting
than the original wash drawings in the Australian Museum, Sydney, two of
which have been recently reproduced in the Journal of the Warburg and
Courtauld Institutes (Vol. XIII, Nos. i —2, i95o: Bernard Smith, 'European
Vision and the South Pacific'. According to the author of this article it was
William Hodges "who succeeded in combining the documentary
with the
picturesque without sacrificing the requirements of either," and he goes on
to observe that "it is not topography but the dramatic effect of light upon
water and mountains of'ce which interests Hodges." In these sketches "the
classical formula which he lea.mt in Wilson's studio is giving way before a
'naturalistic'ision,
two years before the birth of Turner, three years before
the birth of Constable." (In I905 C.
Holmes noted the "astonishingly
modern looking landscape" which Hodges painted for Cosway's portrait of
Mrs. Cosway, and claimed that the sky "anticipates Bonington in its freedom").
Between i 778 and !784, Hodges was in India. On his return he exhibited
regularly at the Royal Academy and seems to have won the approval of
Reynolds who on the moth August i786 wrote to the Duke of Rutland as
follows: "I have lately met with a painter of landskips and buildings that I
think excells Marlow
Mr. Hodges, who went the first (sic) voyage of Capt.

J.
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A SCENE AT THE PANTHEON

AFTER MICHEL VINCENT BRANDOUIN

Mezeotint by RICHARD EARI.DM (I743—I8ag)
BY COURTESY OF MESSRS. W. AND A. CILBEY) LTD.

—
( I 733 I 807)

Cook and has since been in the East Indies. He is now desirous of seeing
Ireland and would embark immediately if he was sure of Your Grace's
protection. He is a very intelligent and ingenious artist and produced, I think,
the best landskips in the last exhibition, which were taken from drawings
which he made in the East Indies" (quoted by William Foster, "William
Hodges in India," Bengal Past and Present, Vol. XXX, July —Dec., tgag).
The interior view of the Pantheon is not the only link which Hodges had
When it was converted into a theatre in t79t, he was
with that building.
scenes for the Italian opera. About the same period
the
to
paint
appointed
he was commissioned to do two pictures for Boydell's Shakespeare Gallery,
and one of these, Portia's Garden, which Mr. T. S. R. Boase in a recent article
illustration refers to as "the veriest stage set," offers an
on Shakespearean
interesting indication of the sort of work he probably did in fact do for the
page
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ARTS CA
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

JANUARY 7 to
JANUARY 27

SIXTY PAINTINGS FOR '51

An exhibition of contemporary paintings organized by the Arts
Council in connection with the Festival of Britain and first shown
in London last summer. Sixty living painters were invited to paint
a large work, not less than 45 by 60 inches, on a subject of their
own choice.

INTERNATIONAL

MARCH 14 to
MARCH 29

Organized

Central Court Exhibitions
JANUARY 26 to

FEBRUARY 3

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION

by the Yorkshire Evening News

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB

FEBRUARY 15 to
FEBRUARY 24

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC

MARCH 28 to
MARCH 29

SOCIETY

MIDLAND BANK ART CLUB

Picture of the Month
JANUARY

HENRY FUSELI

Mrs. Page (Merry Wives of Windsor)

FEBRUARY

LEONARDO

COCCORANTE
Ruins with Figures

MARCH

ENGLISH, 18t11 CENTURY

Girl in a Plaid Dress

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

Permanent collection; paintings
and from the National Gallery.
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SUNDAYS, 11-30 to dusk

from the Dulwich

Art Gallery

LENDAR
SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
JANUARY
Huddersfield,

Art Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery

Bradford, Cartwright

1951

to Jan. 19

Selections from the Royal Academy, 1951

to Jan. 26

Selections from the Royal Academy,

Memorial

Hall

Harrogate, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Rotherham,

Permanent

Collection

January

Permanent

Collection

January

(V & A)

Durer and his Contemporaries

Art Gallery

British Portrait Miniatures

Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery

The Wernher Collection (A.E.B.)

Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery

Royal Society of Painter Etchers (A.E.B.)

Batley, Bagshaw Art Gallery

Otley Arts Club

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Paintings from Cartwright

Hull, Ferens Gallery

National Exhibition

Scarborough, Art Gallery

Memorial Hall, Bradford

of Children's Art (Sunday Pictorial)
British Women Painters, 1951

January
January

Jan. 8 to Feb. 3
Jan. 12 to Feb. 9
Jan. 12 to 22
Jan. 12 to Feb. 9
Jan. 18 to Feb. 16
Jan. 2o to Feb. 16

FEBRUARY
Bradford, Cartwright
Rotherham,

Memorial

Hall

Art Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery
Huddersfield,

Art Gallery

Permanent

Collection

February

Permanent

Collection

F bruary

Permanent

Collection

February

Doncaster Art Club
Paintings

from Burton Agnes Hall

Feb. 2 to Mar. 2

Feb. 2 to Feb. 29
Feb. 9 to Feb. 23

Batley, Art Gallery

Permanent

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Brighouse Arts Circle

Feb. 16 to Mar. 15

East Riding Artists

Feb. 16 to Mar. 30

Herbert Powell Collection

Feb. 23 to Mar. 22

Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Collection

MARCH
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery

Scarborough Art Society
Harrogate Photographic

Doncaster, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Art Gallery

Bradford, Cartwright
Rotherham,

Memorial Hall

Society

Doncaster Camera Club
Jankel Adler Memorial Exhibition
Exhibition of Contemporary

Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
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British Art

Mar.

1

to Mar. 31

From Mar. 3

Mar. 6 to Mar. 30
Mar. 8 to Mar. 29
From Mar. 21

Britain in Watercolours

From Mar. 22

Paul Nash Photographs

From Mar. 29

theatre. Edwards says it did not meet with much success and it certainly could
not have kept him employed for very long for the building was g tt d b fi
t e ollowing year. An enterprising young artist called Turner recorded its
appearance the morning after the fire in a watercolour now in the British
Museum (another view of the same subject by Turner is among the prints and
drawings connected with the Pantheon belonging to Messrs. Gilbey). In I
by the comparative failure of an exhibition of his pictures in Bond
Street, Hodges relinquished painting and retired to Dartmouth to open a bank
with the brother of Dr. Gretton. It too ended in failure and two years later
he died, probably after taking laudanum (Farington's Diary, Nov. I7, I8o6).
The Pantheon was not perhaps intended to be seen as Hodges has represented it in the cold light of day, but as Walpole saw it during a masquerade
in I772 bathed "in a most heathen light" shed by green and purple lamps. As
a document of architectural and social importance, however, this picture speaks
for itself.
79'isgusted

THE PANTHEON

THE MORNING AFTER THE FIRE
"
Watercolour Ig$ x so<"

J. M. W. TURNER

BY COURTESY OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE BRITISH SH:SBUM
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1

AUTUMN

LA!VDSCAPE

Canvas

72

X 50

BY COURTESY OF THE ARTS COUNCIL
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W'ILLIAhf

OF GREAT BRITAIN

GEAR (b.

I9I5)

SIR CHARLES SCARBURGH
REPRODL'CED

CanIas g2f"

x gI"

ARTIST UNKNOWN

BY COURTESY OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS

Si r Charles
J. J. KEFVIL

Scar burgh

D.S.O., M.D., F.S.A.

C'ntil 1 922 the portrait of Sir Charles Scarburgh reproduced on the opposite page used to hang in
TemPle Xewsam House. As far as we know Sir Charles never eisited 7emPle IVewsam and the
link tvhich connects him with the house u:as not forged until after his death when two of his grandchildren were wedded to members of the Irwin family. 7 his remarkable man is possibly only known
to many of our visitors as the physician who attended Charles H on his death-bed and by the portrait of
his daughter-in-law u.hich still hangs in the house and is reproduced here.

We are most grateful

to

Dr.

Keevil, Library

Keeper to the Royal College

of Physicians

where
him

Sir Charles'sPortrait novo resides, for having at our invitation written thefollowing article about
which is a result of original researc,'t and contains certain details hitherto unpublished.

The name of Sir Charles Scarburgh may be unfamiliar to many people
to-day, but there was a time when the greatest in the land listened intently for
any opinion which he might express. As chief of the fourteen royal physicians
in attendance on Charles II in his last illness he was surrounded by anxious
From Monday, February 2nd, t68g, to noon on
stat.esmen and ambassadors.
Friday he was in continuous attendance on the King, and the Court waited
for any word that might come from him.
Sir Charles Scarburgh was sixty-nine and was known and respected not
only for his wide interests and strong character, but as a reliable and
experienced physician.
He had made no discoveries and had introduced no innovations into medical
practice, but by seventeenth century standards these were themselves indications of his orthodoxy and reliability. He had for long been widely consulted
and deeply trusted as an able exponent of methods and theories which were
Formulated by Galen, humoral pathology had led
regarded as unassailable.
to a logical treatment by opposites, so neat and so intellectually satisfying that
only a man ill-adjusted to the outlook of his day would have questioned its
validity.
Born in London in i6tg in the fashionable parish of St. Martin'-in-theFields, Charles Scarburgh had received the conventional education of a
gentleman's son. Its direction did not, however, rest with his father, for
Edmund Scarburgh emigrated to Virginia when Charles was a child.
Edmund's wife, Hannah Butler, presumably accompanied him, for a second
son, Edmund, appears to have been born in Virginia, where he became a
prominent citizen.
Charles must have been left in the custody of his uncles, for his grandfather
died in August, l6tp, but there is no record of who sent him to St. Paul's
School in I628. For five years he studied under Mr. Gill and then, endowed
with the learning of the schoolmen, he followed the family tradition and
entered Caius as a sizar on March 4, r633.
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A year later he was elected to a scholarship. In i636 he took his degree in
arts, but the news never reached his father in Virginia. Edmund Scarburgh
had prospered there, becoming a member of the House of Burgesses in i626
and J.P. for the county of Northampton, Virginia, in i63i, but in i635, at the
age of fifty-one, he died.
Charles continued to hold his scholarship at Caius until, in i64o, like his
uncle Samuel before him, he was elected to a fellowship; his medical studies
appear to date from this time. In the library which Dr. John Caius had
endowed so richly, he could find all the Greek and Latin medical classics and
the canon of Avicenna; there were also anatomical demonstrations which he
could attend, but forrnal teaching of physic was extremely limited; the art
was to be acquired by apprenticeship.
Perhaps it was the rigidity of the
bounds placed on rr.edical learning which made him devote so much of his
time to mathematics.
With Seth Ward (i6iy —89) of Sidney-Sussex he studied
this in all its expressions, collecting books on navigation, astronomy, architecture and the art of fortification.
Soon after the outbreak of the civil war his royalist sympathies led him to
abandon his studies at Cambridge and join Dr. William Harvey, the king'
physician, who was now warden of Merton.
Whether he was formally
apprenticed to him is not recorded, but in the summer of i646 Scarburgh
obtained his M.D., Oxford, Harvey testifying that he was well learned in
physic, philosophy and mathematics.
Harvey had left Oxford by then and
returned to London, but Scarburgh remained with the royalist army, an
action which made Harvey protest, "Prithee leave off gunning and stay here
[London]. I will bring thee into practice." The appeal was a strong one for
a lifelong friendship had been formed at Merton, Scarburgh helping Harvey
in his anatomical
studies and in his collection of material for the De
Generalione Animalium.
It is claimed for him that he was the first to explain
the strength and movements of muscles on geometrical principles.
At the beginning of i648 he was elected a Candidate of the Royal College
of Physicians, and on October i2th, i649, he was sufficiently well known as
an anatomist to be elected reader to the Barber-Surgeons Company where
Dr. Caldwell had recently founded a lectureship.
Scarburgh was married about this time and in i6g3 his son, Charles, was
born. The years of the civil war were difficult ones for physicians of known
royalist sympathies, and Scarburgh can have had but a limited practice. None
the less at the College of Physicians his status in the profession was recognized
when in September, i6go, he was elected a fellow. Five years later he was
appointed a censor of the College, and in i656, at William Harvey's request,
the College appointed Scarburgh to succeed him as Lumleian lecturer.
In June, i657, Scarburgh lost his best friend through the death of William
Harvey, at whose funeral in Hempstead he was a pall bearer. He bequeathed
his "velvet gowne to my lo. friend Mr. Doctor Scarburgh" and "all my little
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MRS. SCARBURGH
Canaas

So" x 4o"

ATTRIBUTED To JQHN HAYLS (d. I 679)

GIYEN BY LORD HALIFAX~
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1948

ANNE, LADY IRWIN (?)
Canvas

3o" x 2g"

JOsEPH HIGHMGRE

BY COURTESY OF THE HACKLEY ART GALLERY, MICHIGAN

ANNE, LADY IRWIN
Canvas

g3" X g5"

GIVEN BY LORD HALIFAX~ I 948

B. DAVDRIDGE

silver instruments of surgcrie." Harvey also appointed him one of his two
literary executors.
Their support of the Stuarts, their professional and
anatomical interests and their intellectual qualities had bridged the difference
of thirty-eight years in their ages and bound them closely together. The wish
to identify himself with Harvey may account for the similarity in the grouping
of the Scarburgh portrait, formerly at Temple Newsam House, and that of
V'illiam Harvey's now at Glasgow University. Both portraits include a book
open to show an anatomical drawing of Vesalius and in both the background
is a view of Rome, although Scarburgh is not known to have visited it. In
Scarburgh's portrait Rome may have symbolized his interest in architecture,
as the globe and prisms on the table represented his love of mathematics.
At the Restoration Scarburgh's royalist sympathies had become a passport to
favour at Cambridge, where he received his doctorate by incorporation.
His
family's long association with the university must have made him welcome
the reconciliation, and he sent his son, Charles, to Caius in r 669, the year in
which his younger son, Fdmund, was born. Between i667 and t677 their
father was physician to the household and in August, t 669, he received the
honour of knighthood and moved into the orbit of the throne. He is said to
have had an "amiable manner" and "great viv'acity of conversation"; he also
had that quality which made people remember his remarks and quote them
to each other. Although he enjoyed the company of poets, his own speech
was at times startlingly blunt: to the King's gluttonous mistress, the Duchess
of Portsmouth, he remarked, "Madam, I will deal with you as a Physician
should do; you must eat less, use more exercise, take physic, or be sick":
when the poet, Wailer, consulted him on his dropsy, he stated with disconcerting finality, "Sir, your blood will run no longer": yet when his friend,
Abraham Cowley, died, he wrote a commemorative elegy to him.
At the beginning of May, i682, Scarburgh accompanied the Duke of York
with the fleet to Scotland, but on the 5th the flagship struck and sank. Critics
declared that the Duke was more concerned for the safety of his priests and
his dogs, and it was said that Scarburgh had had to compete with one of the
dogs for his position on some wreckage, but he was eventually picked up by
Pepys's ship, and the only report that appeared in London was discreet:
"Doctor Scarborow physitian to his Royal Highness who was taken up
swimming upon a plank in the Sea in the late ship wrack of the Glocester
frigot, is now brought to his House in London and 'tis thought he can hardly

recover."

Sir Charles Scarburgh had the will to live: his home was a happy one, his
sons were successful, he was trusted at court and honoured in the college.
The passing years had added to the number of his interests; his library "a
Treasure of most valuable Jewels" was filled with the Greek and Latin poets,
works on philosophy, history and archaeology;
mathematics, of course, took
precedence and there were more than four hundred medical works. He shared
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LADY JENKINSON

Canvas

"
"
99$ x 59$

PHILIP MERCIER
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with his cultured contemporaries a love of good bindings, he "took a great
delight to see [his books] in a Gentile Garb" the "Turkey Leather Gilt on
leaves and Back." The library ranked among the greatest in the country.
Perhaps it was James II rather than Charles II who had reason to be
grateful that Scarburgh survived to attend the king in his last illness. His
presence, his vigorous and clear directions for treatment, his dogmatic statements, quite apart from the post mortem report, all combined to still the ugly
rumour of poisoning which hung over James II. In spite of their wish "to
leave nothing at all untried," Scarburgh and his colleagues did nothing to
delay the fatal outcome of an incurable condition. In their desire "not to
appear to fail in doing their duty in any detail," they caused Charles incalculable suffering: they did, however, succeed in impressing the numberless
officials who surrounded
the dying king, and they revealed in him an
unexampled courage.
In the year of Charles II's death Scarburgh displayed his versatility yet
again by becoming a member of Parliament for Camelford, a position which
he held until i687.
As physician to James II he had been one of the deponents at the birth of
the Prince of Wales, the child who was groundlessly supposed to have been
smuggled in a warming-pan into St. James's palace. These Jacobite associations
did not, however, prevent his appointment as physician to William and Mary
when they displaced James from the throne. He also became physician to
Prince George of Denmark and obtained for his son, Charles, the position of
servant to the prince. The younger boy, Edmund, also benefited from his
father's influence at Court for it was by royal mandate that he was elected to
a fellowship at Caius in i682.
There were plenty of family interests to occupy Sir Charles Scarburgh's
retirement for, in addition to his two sons, he had three daughters, and
Charles's marriage to Catherine Frazier had added three grandchildren
to
the family circle. Catherine Scarburgh strengthened the family's connection
with the Court through her father, Dr. Alexander Frazier, a royal physician,
and herself became a maid of honour to Queen Anne. She had three daughters. Henrietta Maria married Sir R.Jenkinson, Anne married the seventh
Viscount Irwin and Elizabeth married firstly F. Brace and secondly Colonel
Charles Ingram, the viscount's brother.
Early in i694 at his home in the Old Bailey, supported by the presence of
Lady Scarburgh, Sir Charles entered on his last illness: "by no violent
distemper, but by a gentle and easy decay [he] departed this life" on
February 26th.
His widow raised a monument over his tomb at Cranford in Middlesex, but
unfortunately for his memory the family allowed his library to be sold. It had
been intended for the King's library at St. James's "but the Queen dying, who
was the great patroness of that design it was let fall, and the books were
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miserably dissipated." Had it survived, Scarburgh's position in the world
learning would be more readily acknowledged to-day.

of

A NOTE ON THE PORTRAITS
As Dr. Keevil has mentioned, the portrait of Sir Charles Scarburgh which
was presented to the Royal College of Physicians by Dr. W. Innes Smith in
ig23 and was formerly at Temple Newsam House, is closely related to the
portrait of William Harvey now in the Hunterian Collection, University of
Glasgow. Both portraits have been reproduced in his book on the portraiture
of William Harvey (r949) by Geoffrey Keynes who suggests that Scarburgh
intended his portrait to be a companion picture to that of Harvey. Although
the measurements are not identical, the grouping is very similar. Nevertheless
there is one rather curious difference which seems to call for some explanation.
While Harvey is seated at a table indicating the Vesalian illustration with his
right hand, Scarburgh is shown in what appears to be a standing position with
one hand on his heart and the other resting on the arm of a vacant chair.
The gesture of the left hand is probably not only intended to convey his
feelings of love and admiration for the older man but may well also contain
an allusion to Harvey's principal discovery, the circulation of the blood, which
had been published in De Motu Cordis, and the closer one looks at the picture,
the more does one become convinced of its essentially allusive and emblematic

The figure of the antique Horse Tamer on the Quirinal is echoed
in the anatomical drawing of the Vesalian illustration and there is a similar
juxta-position of ancient and modern in the piece of crumbling masonry and
the two columns. If this use of emblematic language is accepted, it is tempting
to offer the suggestion that Scarburgh is standing beside the chair left vacant
by the older man in t 656 when Scarburgh succeeded him as Lumleian
lecturer at the Royal College of Physicians or by his death in the following
year when Scarburgh inherited his gown and instruments. The present whereabouts of this picture were made known to me by Mr. Edmund Pawson.
The portrait of Mrs. Scarburgh seems to have been painted at a later date
by another artist as a sort of companion picture to that of Sir Charles, for here
This lady is thought to be
again there is an odd similarity of grouping.
Catherine Frazier who married Scarburgh's elder son, Charles. It is now
attributed to John Hayls, an imitator of Lely.
The portrait of her daughter, Anne, belonging to the Hackley Art Gallery,
character.

addition to the family portraiture. It became known to me
through a reproduction in the files of the National Portrait Gallery. Until
now it has been attributed to Hogarth but both Mr. Beckett and Mr. Goodison
consider Highmore to be the more likely artist. It has been in America since
igi3 and was formerly acquired by Arthur Tooth and Sons "through an agent
who would not disclose the name of the late owner." She married the 7th

is an interesting
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Viscount Irwin in I728 and died on the 24th March, I766, at the age of
sixty-seven.
It must be confessed, however, that it is difficult to reconcile the age of the
sitter as shown here with the probable date of the portrait which may be about
I 740.
The portraits of Anne by Bartholomew Dandridge and of her sister, Lady
Jenkinson, by Philip Mercier, both of which are also reproduced here, will be
familiar to all visitors to the house. The third sister, Elizabeth, was also
painted by Dandridge and Anne appears again in the dual portrait of herself
and the 7th Viscount by Mercier.
w.w

BOOK REVIEW

Although it is not our custom to review books in the Calendar, we feel that
our readers might appreciate reference to publications which make some
contribution to the history and appreciation of our collections.
For this reason we bring to your notice Mr. Edward Ingram's fascinating
book which deals with the discovery of an old sea chest filled with letters and
accounts written in the I8th century, belonging to the Grimston family in the
East Riding. This correspondence provides a vignette of I8th century life in
Yorkshire and throws new light on certain artists and craftsmen of the time.
References to Temple Newsam refer to the period when the 7th Viscount
Irwin was in possession and making extensive alterations.
Craftsmen like
Perritt, the plasterer of York, and Elwick the cabinet maker of Wakefield, who
worked for Lord Irwin and Mr. Grimston, emerge from the obscurity of the
I8th century to add considerably to our knowledge of contemporary craftsmanship and patronage.
The tragic demolition of Kilnwick Hall makes this book all the more valuable
to those interested in the art and life of the Georgian era in Yorkshire.
E.I.M.
Leaves From a Family Tree by EDwARD INoRAM.

7emple Xetvsam House

A. BRowN

&. SQNs, LTD.

I8/-

RF.CENT PUBLICATIONS
Handbook (medium quarto), I4o pages of art paper with

99 illustrations including three colour plates.

Leeds Pottery, a handbook

(crown quarto), containing
Pottery Exhibition, by Donald Towner

Price Io/6
a catalogue of the I.,eeds
Price 3/-

TOFT WARE

A catalogue (with illustrations) by Ronald Cooper of all the known works by
Thomas Toft will be published this Spring in connection with a special exhibition of this I7th century potter's productions.
Obtainable from the City Art Gallery and Temple Xevvsam House.
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LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
WORKS OF ART FROM MEMBER'S COLLECTIONS
An Exhibition of works of art in the possession of subscribers to
the Leeds Art Collections Fund is being planned to be held at Temple
Newsam from June I pth to July 2oth. Forms will be circulated in
due course asking for particulars about paintings, watercolours,
drawings, ceramics, early silver, small pieces of pre-I gth century
furniture,jades, sculpture, glass, decorative woodwork and metalwork,
which subscribers are prepared to lend. We hope to make this a
really important event in the Fund's history.
We would remind subscribers that by general consent at the last
Annual General Meeting the minimum subscription was raised to
one and a half guineas.
Particulars of membership
The Hon.

Treasurer,

may be obtained

MR. EDMUND ARNQLD»

SIXTY PAINTINGS FOR '51

tcontinued from Page

I 2

from:

BUTTERLEY STREET>

I EEDs Io

g]

A criticism frequently levelled against
to contemporary art are represented.
t} e exhibition has been that most of the paintings are as it were enlarged
versions of easel pictures. To this it might be replied that the stipulated
minimum size is not larger than that of many an easel painting and that in
any case it would be dificult to lay down any rules governing the correlation
of size and subject or size and treatment, unless we accept, as Reynolds did,
some hierarchy of genres descending from history painting at the apex to still
life at the base. The moderate size laid down should not lead us to expect all
the paintings to be monumental in design or epic in character.
This exhibition makes us conscious of the immense wealth of artistic talent
in this country awaiting vigorous and enlightened patronage. At the moment
the whole burden is borne by the Arts Councih Perhaps the day will come
when Whitehall will imitate the recent action of the German government in
acquiring some hundreds of paintings and other works of art by living artists
for the decoration of ministry buildings. Meanwhile it is encouraging to note
that many of the paintings in this exhibition have already been bought by
various organizations.

w.w.
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EXHIBITIONS
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ARTISTS OF FAME AND PROMISE
The Sir AUGUSTUS DANIEL Collection

—

HENRY MOORE New Bronzes and Drawings
EDWARD BAWDEN C.B.E.,A.R.A.—
Water-colours of Canada
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Paintings
WILLIAM SCOTT Recent paintings
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